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Fifth Normal Form (5NF)
• The Fifth Normal Form concerns dependencies that are 

obscure and beyond the scope of this text.

• Condition:

 R is already in 4NF

 It cant be further non loss decomposed.

Join Dependency:









Activity







Answer

• 3NF

• 2NF

• Atomic, better, 3NF, stronger than 3NF, BCNF 
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The following in not in 1NF

EmpNum EmpPhone EmpDegrees
123 233-9876
333 233-1231 BA, BSc, PhD
679 233-1231 BSc, MSc

EmpDegrees is a multi-valued field:

employee 679 has two degrees: BSc and MSc 

employee 333 has three degrees: BA, BSc, PhD

To obtain 1NF relations we must, without loss of information, replace the above

with two relations - see next slide
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EmpNum EmpDegree

333 BA

333 BSc

333 PhD

679 BSc

MSc679

EmpNum EmpPhone

123 233-9876

333 233-1231

679 233-1231

An outer join between Employee and EmployeeDegree will produce the

information we saw before

Employee
EmployeeDegree
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LineNum ProdNum QtyInvNum

InvNum, LineNum ProdNum, Qty

InvDate

InvDateInvNum

There are two candidate 
keys.

Qty is the only non-key 
attribute, and it is dependent 
on InvNum

InvLine is only in 
1NF

Consider this InvLine table (in 1NF):
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LineNum ProdNum QtyInvNum InvDate

InvLine

The above relation has redundancies: the invoice date is repeated on each 
invoice line.

We can improve the database by decomposing the relation into two relations:

LineNum ProdNum QtyInvNum

InvDateInvNum

Question: What is the highest normal form for these relations? 2NF? 3NF? 
BCNF?
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ACTIVITY

Is the following relation in 2NF?

inv_no line_no prod_no prod_desc qty
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2NF, but not in 3NF, nor in BCNF:

since dnumber is not a candidate key and we have:

dnumber  dname.

EmployeeDept

ename ssn bdate address dnumber dname
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Third Normal Form

• A relation is in 3NF if the relation is in 1NF and all determinants of non-key

attributes are candidate keys

That is, for any functional dependency: X  Y, where Y is a non-key attribute

(or a set of non-key attributes), X is a candidate key.

• This definition of 3NF differs from BCNF only in the specification of non-key

attributes - 3NF is weaker than BCNF. (BCNF requires all determinants to be

candidate keys.)

• A relation in 3NF will not have any transitive dependencies

of non-key attribute on a candidate key through another non-key attribute.
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EmpNum EmpName DeptNum DeptName

EmpName, DeptNum, and DeptName are non-key attributes.

DeptNum determines DeptName, a non-key attribute, and DeptNum is not a

candidate key.

Consider this Employee relation

Is the relation in 3NF? … no

Is the relation in 2NF? … yes

Is the relation in BCNF? … no

Candidate keys 
are? …
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EmpNum EmpName DeptNum DeptName

ACTIVITY

We correct the situation by decomposing the original relation into two 3NF

relations. Note the decomposition is lossless.

EmpNum EmpName DeptNum DeptNameDeptNum

Verify these two relations are in 3NF.
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student_no course_no instr_no

Instructor teaches one 
course only.

Student takes a course 
and has one instructor.

In  3NF, but not in BCNF:

{student_no, course_no} instr_no

instr_no course_no

since we have instr_no course-no, but instr_no is not a

Candidate key.
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course_no instr_no

student_no instr_no

student_no course_no instr_no

{student_no, instr_no}  student_no

{student_no, instr_no}  instr_no

instr_no  course_no
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Fourth Normal Form (4NF)

• To be in Fourth Normal Form (4NF) the 
relation must be in BCNF and the relation may 
not contain multi-valued dependencies.


